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FINISH YOUR 
SEQUENCE 
FIRST!

SPLATS

2
PLAYERS

1+
+

MOVE 
FAST LIKE 
MOLECULES!

CODE DOWNLOAD

UNRULINESS: Stomping fast!

GAME RULES: Move like water molecules—
from fast to slow to go from liquid to 
boiling water, then cool down to ice. 
Numbers are used to show temperature.

The game starts with a dripping sound.  
Match your speed to the lights flashing! 
The game takes you from steady drip 
sounds, to faster drum sounds,then  to 
really fast splash sounds beforecooling 
down back to water and stopping at ice.

GAME SUMMARY
NOTES
PLAYING TOGETHER

This game uses two Splats. Set up Splats around the 
room and start at the same time. Run fast together!

REMOTE PLAY

Students playing remotely can click faster and faster!

WATER PHASE 
CHANGE

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UU-NvC-DWGHUG_x-eozG2oxJxxoLPxLV?usp=sharing
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HOW IT WORKS

when program starts
The program starts off defining the temperatures
 Room Temperature (72° F)
 Boiling Temperature (212° F)
 Freezing Temperature (32° F)

Splat 1 shows the temperature as the water through the 
phase changes.

Both Splats light blue and start a dripping sound. 
The functions take the water through phases.

water: the code goes through the water phase with drip 
sounds at room temperature.  
heating: the Splats light yellow and move faster with a 
snare drum sound as the water heats.  
boiling: in the boiling function, players run fast!  
The water has reached 212° F and the Splats light red.  
The water changes to steam and makes a train 
whistle sound.  
cooling: then the temperature decreases back to 
room temperature.
freezing: the temperature decreases, the lights slow 
down. The game ends with Ice.

The Splats make a sound when stomped on. 
In the water phase, the Splat makes a drip sound.  
During heating and cooling, the Splat plays a snare.  
At boiling, the Splat plays a splash.

In the water function, Splat 1 is at room temperature.  
The time between a light turning on and off is at 1 
second. The water delay gets shorter by 0.05 seconds 
each repeat and the lights start to move faster.
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The program goes from the water to heating to 
boiling. The temperature increases by 10 degrees 
13 times. The time between lights gets shorter 
and shorter to get to a boil.

At boiling, the water temperature is at 212° F. 
The lights flash with 0.1 seconds between the 
lights. It repeats 10 times, makes a train whistle 
sound, and repeats 10 times more. The water is 
now water vapor!

The steam starts to cool off and the temperature 
decreases by 10 degrees per loop. The lights slow 
down each loop

The water continues to decrease 10 degrees at a 
time from room temperature to freezing.

Finally at ice, the water reaches 32 degrees and 
the game stops.
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SUGGESTED OUTLINE
INTRODUCE CHALLENGE & KEY CONCEPTS
Talk about the phases of water. What happens when water is hot? 
What happens when it is cold (something about expanding when ice)?

What happens to other materials when they go from room temperature to 
hot or cold?  Which of these materials are reversible (can get hot and cold 
and seem the same)? Which of these don’t seem reversible? An example to 
contrast with water (reversible) could be like boiling eggs.  After cooling a 
boiled egg, it will remain solid.

BRAINSTORM & INSTRUCTION
The focus of this activity is to move around and pretend to be water 
molecules.  Students and teachers are encouraged to think of ways to 
modify the code to display custom colors, sounds, and numbers.

1

2

GOING FURTHER
EXTENSION
Accompany this activity with a number talk! Use this to skip count by 10 or
program your code to skip count with a different number. What are other 
ways to get from liquid to boiling?  
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NGSS
STANDARDS

NEXT GENERATION 
SCIENCE STANDARDS

PS1.B: CHEMICAL REACTIONS 

Heating or cooling a substance may cause changes that can be observed. 
Sometimes these changes are reversible, and sometimes they are not. (2-PS1-4)

MS-PS1-4 

Develop a model that predicts and describes changes in particle motion, 
temperature, and state of a pure substance when thermal energy is added or 
removed. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on qualitative molecular-level 
models of solids, liquids, and gases to show that adding or removing thermal 
energy increases or decreases kinetic energy of the particles until a change 
of state occurs. Examples of models could include drawings and diagrams. 
Examples of particles could include molecules or inert atoms. Examples of 
pure substances could include water, carbon dioxide, and helium.]

2-PS1-4 
 

Construct an argument with evidence that some changes caused by heating or 
cooling can be reversed and some cannot. [Clarification Statement: Examples of 
reversible changes could include materials such as water and butter at different 
temperatures. Examples of irreversible changes could include cooking an egg, 
freezing a plant leaf, and heating paper.]


